
 

The Important Thing About Margaret Wise Brown 

Mac Barnett, Harper Collins, 2019, ISBN 978-0-06-239344-9 

It’s a simple biography of Margaret Wise Brown that tells of the life of one of the 
greatest children’s book writers ever.  There are 42 pages, simple sentences, just a few 
examples, but what a lovely tribute to her. 

Teaching Ideas 

Use This Super Model for Student Writing

This book has a pattern that is just amazingly appropriate for student writers from grade 4-9. The students’ book will be 
as long as their age.   

The first page of the picture book says: Margaret Wise Brown lived for 42 years. This book is 42 pages long.  You can’t fit 
somebody’s life onto 42 pages, so I am just going to tell you some important things. 

Imagine you have a 9 year old grade 4 student named Max.  His story could begin. “I am Maxwell Richard Cruchley, 9 
years old.  This book is 9 pages long.  You can’t fit someone’s life onto 9 pages, so I’m just going to tell you some important things.” 

The second page of the picture book says, “The important thing about Margaret Wise Brown is that she wrote books.” 

Max’s book would state an important thing about him.  The important thing about Max is that he is a writer.  He has 
written 9 books so far.  (It need not be about writing - about anything that is defining of the student at this age…the thing 
they most like to do is just fine, or stories about his/her siblings.) 

The next page of the book asks a series of questions. 
“What is important about Margaret Wise Brown? Well what do you want to know? When is her birthday and so on, ending 
with What is important about Margaret Wise Brown.” 

Max’s book, page 3, would ask questions as well: 
1.  When is his birthday? Answer:  December 9, 2010. 
2.  What colour is his hair?  Red, the colour of his father. 
3.  Does he have a pet? Yes. A dog named Hector. and a cat named Alice. 
and so on, ending with “What is important about Maxwell Richard Cruchley?” 

Diana Cruchley is an award-winning educator and author, who has taught at elementary and 
secondary levels.  Her workshop are practical, include detailed handouts, and are always 
enthusiastically received. 
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Now the student selects 5 stories from his life - one for each year that remains before age 9, and tells them in the next 5 
pages.  It doesn’t have to happen when he is 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8….just stories related to what is important to him. 

Page 42 of the Margaret Wise Brown book says, “But sometimes you find a book that feels as strange as life does. These books 
feel true. These books are important. Mararet Wise Brown wrote books like this, and she wrote them for children, because she 
believed children deserve important books.”The important thing about Margaret Wise Brown is that she wrote books.” 

Max would say, “Sometimes life in a book can be true. True stories are the best kind. The important thing about Max is that he 
wrote books.” (or played baseball, or read books, or loved to dress up, or loved Christmas, or had a sister or two brothers 
…whatever is chosen needs 5 stories to make it work if he is 9, more if he is 10, 11, 12, etc.) 

The pattern is elegant, and could create some great writing from the students.


Extreme Writing

Always present three possible topics for Extreme Writing so that students will have a choice.  My 
book, The Power of Extreme Writing is available at ASCD for a complete explanation of this 
unique approach to journaling. There are 4 topics here - choose the best 3 or students will spend 
too much time deciding. 
1.  If I won 10 million dollars, I would… 
2. My favourite books I liked to read, or have read to me, as a child were. What did I love about 

them? (Have a list ready for students to glance at, because it is difficult to instantly think about 
a book title from childhood.) 

3. Write a quick story about a child who doesn’t want to go to sleep and all the tricks he/she uses 
to avoid sleep. (Goodnight Moon could be what finally does the trick.)  “No, no, not 
Goodnight Moon.  Please, I want to stay up.  I’ll be really quiet.  Not Goodnight Moon.” 

A Much Simpler Writing Idea 

Students could use the model on page 5 of the book to create a set of written questions to themselves and include the 
answers to the questions.  After the basics, they could ask some increasingly oddball questions and provide the answer. 

Was there a time when you were sick? 
I always get sick in a car, if I am in the back seat, and I get too hot, and have eaten too many hotdogs or drunk too much 
lemonade at lunch. 

  

The Important Book  

One of Margaret Wise Brown’s most popular books was The Important Book. Find the 
Youtube of a reading of The Important Book by Gary Eisenberg and students will instantly 
understand that the pattern of the book itself, The Important Thing About Margaret Wise 
Brown, is totally an homage to her original book and you would have to know her books in 
order to recognize the homage.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IS6F2EBWyk4 

The pattern is: 
 The Important thing about …… 
 5 facts about it 
 Then repeat, But the important thing about the …., 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IS6F2EBWyk4


This a potentially really successful writing pattern for your students.  Use topics from the classroom, or gym equipment, 
or art materials, or positions on a team, anything that 5 things can be said about.  The students construct a list of 5 items 
for their Important Book - humour matters if possible - and then write. The finished book will seem really easy for them 
to write, but it has a structure and will result in 7 sentences for each item, 5 items in total - 35 sentences in total…and 
they’ll have a good time doing it. 

The important thing about the whiteboard is that it is white. It is in front of the room.  It is written on with erasable pens - 
never with permanent pens unless you want the custodian to be angry. It contains important information about what we are 
doing. It can get very messy. it isn’t used very often any more. But the important thing about a whiteboard is that it is white. 

OR 

The important thing about a pitcher is that he throws the ball.  t has to be a round white official baseball.  He throws in the 
direction of the home plate. The ball may be hit by the hitter and very rarely can be caught by the pitcher. If the hitter doesn’t 
swing, or swings and misses, it is caught by the catcher. The catcher throws it back to the pitcher who catches it.  But the 
important thing about a pitcher is that he throws the ball. 

These Are Truck 

The librarian Anne Carroll Moore rejects Margaret Wise Brown’s books by saying, “These are truck.”  
This was such a strange word I looked up. I can’t find it. It obviously means something like 
“garbage.” So…why not have students brainstorm a list of synonyms or expressions for when you 
mean something is “garbage”? 

They may come up with:  junk, trash, clutter, filth, litter, or rubbish.  (Of course they may come up 
with “crap” and “shit”….so it’s hard to say.) 

Other Famous Books by Margaret Wise Brown 

Margaret Wise Brown wrote and published over 100 books. The 
most famous of these are Goodnight Moon, Runaway Bunny, 
and The Important Book.  Check with your students whether 
they have had them read to them. 

Goodnight Moon is so universally known that there are several 
parodies on the market. This is a good time to teach what a 
parody is, and to encourage students to write their own parody of 
a favourite song. Actually just google  “parodies of Goodnight Moon” and then “Images” and there are lots - many 
political, a few even scientific. 

Goodnight I-Pad - generally is about turning off our digital devices. 
Goodnight Goon is a monster goodnight book. 
Goodnight Unicorn was designed for children who love stories about unicorns. 
Goodnight Lagoon’s character is SpongeBob Squarepants. 



Everything I Needed to Know I Learned from a Little Golden Book 

This 32 page picture book has a quote from a Little Golden Book and a copy of the page it is on, giving advice on how to 
live life. It’s fun to read, and made me nostalgic for books from my childhood. Surprisingly, or maybe not so surprisingly, 
there are 6 pages from Margaret Wise Brown’s books. 

“The Everything I Needed to Know” books originated with All I Really Needed to Know I Learned in Kindergarten, 
Uncommon Thoughts on Common Things by Robert Fulghum.  

How about “Everything I Needed to Know I Learned at (Insert name of your school)” as an inspiration for writing. 

Winning at the Lottery

When Margaret Wise Brown was paid to write a book for the first time, she used the money to buy an entire wagon load 
of flowers, filled her house with them, and threw a party for her friends. It is an “ephemeral” purchase - one that will be 
just a memory in a few days. 

Three things we can do with this: 
1. Discuss whether it was or was not a good decision. What should she have done with it? 
2. Study “ephemeral art”.  I have a Pinterest page at diana cruchley pinterest with a collection of pictures of ephemeral 

art.  Students could make a quick study of one kind and then collectively offer a powerpoint to explain what the art 
is to their fellow students.  I started this idea with the picture book Bridget’s Beret, in which her ephemeral art is a 
series of posters advertising a lemonade stand. There is a set of teaching ideas for Bridget’s Beret at 
dianacruchley.com 

3. Turn the topic to one of three prompts for Extreme Writing: “If I won 10 million dollars I would…” 

Mac Barnett: Author

Mac Barnett is also the author of Chloe and the Lion - another book on my website dianacruchley.com.  This is post-
modern story of what can go wrong when an author and illustrator quarrel over the direction of the story - and then the 

characters get involved as well.  The YouTube by Mac and his illustrator Adam Rex 
is wonderful and continues the quarrel.  Absolutely charming. Just google Chloe 
and the Lion YouTube or use:  https:ww.youtube.com/watch?v=m-QLaSrYl1o. 

http://dianacruchley.com
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Another book of Mac Barnett’s I like is How This Book Was Made - which is the 
story of the desperate actor who has to wait and wait while his book is edited, 
revised proofread, illustrated, sent round the world to be printed, etc. It’s a clear 
summary, in hyperbole, of the publishing process.   

His website is at www.acbarnett.com but it doesn’t include any teaching ideas. 

http://www.acbarnett.com
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